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THE BIG COOKIE CRUMBLE: 

A North American marketer’s 
survey report to assess the 
changing landscape of digital 
marketing without third party 
data.



Introduction
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Silverpush and Mobiclicks partnered in an

endeavor to gather insights on how the digital

marketing fraternity is gearing up for the

impending end of the cookie era. We

commissioned an email survey that reached out

to over 150+ brand marketers and agency heads

in North America. The survey responses helped

us compile this report where we take a look at

how investment priorities will shift after cookie

tracking is laid to rest, and how new strategies

are being embraced to negate the vacuum left

behind after the big cookie meltdown.

The world of digital advertising let out a

collective sigh of relief when Google delayed its

plans to stop tracking third party cookies to

2023. With this, marketers world over got the

advantage of time to take a step back, analyze

and deploy strategies to overcome their

dependence on cookies. This also prompted us

to take stock of the situation to understand how

the digital advertising landscape is set for a

transformation.
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Video trumps 
all
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Over 83% of marketing professionals claim to have generated significant

leads thanks to the power of video* (Wyzowl’s State of Video Marketing

Survey 2021) and this is being further propelled by the upward mobility trend

within the masses. The need for video advertising in the current scenario has

cemented its position as the go-to medium for delivering advertising

messaging with flawless precision.

Over 83% of marketing professionals 

claim to have generated significant leads 
thanks to the power of video

In the late ’70s, pop band ‘The Buggles’ pre-empted the power of video with

their hit track ‘ Video Killed the Radio Star’, and were they right! Since then

video has reigned supreme on the minds of viewers as much as marketers

who’ve used it to convey their message in the most efficient way possible.

“ “
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Video trumps 
all
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This fact was reinforced in our survey where we asked top

marketers and brand managers in North America to choose their

top digital advertising investment priority for 2021.

while Social Media came in second with 86% of marketing professionals

choosing it for their advertising needs. This trend indicates the clear

popularity of video within the marketing circles, and with good reason too,

video advertising has proven to create significant purchase intent and

conversions, contributing to more than 30% conversions in 2020.**

(Hubspot’s State of Marketing Report 2021)

Over 89.8% of respondents 

chose Digital Video as their most 
important investment preference
“ “
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In the wake of the 
Cookieopalypse
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With third party cookies set to become redundant in 2023, marketers have been

forced out of their comfort zones. The anxiety of not being able to use third party

data for ad targeting is palpable. Our survey indicates that over 17% of respondents

believe the negative impact of the end of third party cookies will be immense

“Over 68.5%
of marketers feel there will be 

timely options available” 

Given the privacy concerns related to user data,

this situation was inevitable however, all hope is

not lost as we saw the survey results indicating

over 68.5% marketers feel there will be timely

options available.

“17%
of respondents believe the negative 

impact of the end of third party 

cookies will be immense”
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In the wake of the 
Cookieopalypse
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SEA Marketer’s Survey on implications of the deprecating cookie Silverpush 2021

This goes to show the amount of dependency marketers have had on third

party cookies. It’s about time the digital marketing world looked at other

options like AI and machine learning to create an ecosystem that is not

driven by third party data but still offers more personalization and context.

Which Digital advertising areas will be most 

impacted with the death of cookies?

Over 17% of respondents 
believe the negative impact of 
the end of third party cookies 
will be immense

Over 68.5% marketers feel 
there will be timely options 
available
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Recalibrating 
without cookies
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Our survey results show that in a world without

cookies, more than 50% respondents think third party

vendors will offer the most feasible alternatives.

However, the onus also lies with Google who needs

to replace cookies with something that is equally

effective, if not better.

Over 22% of responses in our survey indicate Google

will offer a feasible alternative. This sentiment is

driven by the development of Google’s Privacy

Sandbox that includes FLoC, which promises a new

way for businesses to reach their audience.

Only time will tell how effective this new approach is. Meanwhile, the ad

tech space will be buzzing with opportunities where innovators will step up

to the plate and offer solutions that will bypass third-party data..

This optimism was reflected in our survey where 83% people felt investing

in first party data is the way forward. However, marketers are also very

bullish on newer technologies with almost 66% respondents believing that

Contextual targeting will offer the light at the end of the tunnel with a

sharpened focus on targeting techniques that will move beyond the

limitations of third party data.
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50%

Respondents think 
third party vendors 
will offer the most 

feasible alternatives

66%
respondents believing that Contextual 

targeting will offer the light at the end of 
the tunnel
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Pinning hopes on 
Contextual

With an increased focus on privacy, tech driven environments will continue

to evolve by leveraging first party data. However, the big concern with this

approach remains the massive unidentified audience that brands need to

track in order to achieve desired scale and penetration. For instance, nearly

70% of the audience browsing a website might be unidentifiable, and this is

where audience tracking facilitated by cookies was able to fill the gap.

of marketers feel 
Sentiment Analysis 
will be central to 
contextual targeting

To counter this problem, contextual marketing

will offer much needed respite during these

dire circumstances. Tapping into a contextual

moment is devoid of reacting to data points that

hold little relevance to a consumer’s current

state of mind. As our survey pointed out, more

than 50% of marketers feel Sentiment Analysis

will be central to contextual targeting in the

absence of cookies, closely followed by Natural

Language Processing (NLP).

50% 
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Pinning hopes on 
Contextual
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In its early stages of development, contextual targeting was

indeed built around sentiment analysis and natural

language processing (NLP) technologies, i.e., placing ads by

detecting text-based triggers. However, text-based

technologies are not a perfect science, considering the

complex nature of human language, where words can

convey different meanings and intentions. Moreover, visual

content today forms a much greater part of user’s content

consumption.

Emerging AI and computer vision powered tech now offer immense

contextual possibilities, which effectively address the context behind visual

content. Cutting-edge technology like Computer Vision detects in-image and

in-video context and empowers brands to serve real time ads in line with the

content the user is actively engaging with.
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Onwards and 
Upwards 
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Since 2017 Silverpush and Mobiclicks have established a

partnership offering advertising solutions powered by

artificial intelligence. With expertise in delivering highly

targeted campaigns focusing on contextual moments,

we have helped some of the largest brands globally in

understanding and reaching their audiences like never

before.

Our result oriented strategies enable us to move steadily towards our mission

of providing cutting-edge technology solutions to complex client problems.

With a global presence across Europe, US, APAC, Middle East and Africa we

have served brands like Unilever, Coca-Cola, Nissan, Mondelez, Nestlé,

Johnson & Johnson, KFC & Astro, to name a few, and your brand could be

next.

Mirrors – A computer vision and machine learning based

platform developed by Silverpush offers a fresh approach to

context driven video ad placement that ensures brands can

deliver their messaging most efficiently, within a brand safe

environment


